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Ten years ago, Nick Danton started Gawker with the idea of capturing the gossip that

journalists tell one another privately but won‘t put imo prim. Since then, he has been at the 4 7““ 3300‘? R9839: A" Emmi” WW
center of several legal battles with celebrities looking t0 protect secrets.

wad“? K

The network of Gawker sites have become celebrated for its scoops, most recently 5 ?‘etzu‘e‘gdaad' Fifla'ei 5 W335 ‘0 P‘el’a‘e

uncovering Manti Te‘o‘s fake girlfriend and Toronto Mayor Rob Ford smoking crack
m e n t

cocaine. Demon also has overseen many high-profile battles with stars including John
6 ("m “flung. finale: 88m" 3 Km“

Travolta, Hulk Hogan and Sarah Palm. His digital empire now attracts tens of millions Revealed

of readerg monthly.

y Cableviséon CEO on a Possible Saie and
Benton occasionally will admit to having made a judgment error. See what he has to say the Online Future of W r»

about a Lena Dunham book proposai beiow. But overall, Demon is unrepentant and

argues an unconventional point of view on privacy that surely will keep the Hoilywood 8 The Chafing mm”? 0f flow “MW“
. ‘
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Legal commumty busy m the years to come.

~ ~ ~ 9 80x Office Report: ?aciflc Rim’ Scams
TN?

recently spoke to‘Denton about a décade worth of lmng on the edge onime. Also "mm $452 “mien China Debut V

3ommg the convemanon was Gawker edltor John Cook.

m ‘Gtey's Anatomy? Kevin flcflidd: Crimina

THR: When you started Gawker‘ did you have an idea that you were going to

change thing?

Demon: Yeah. The basic concept was two journaiists in a bar telling each other a story

that‘s much more interesting than whatever hits the papers the next day.

THR: Do you think journalists censor themselves?

Demon: Well‘l used to think it had to do with legal reasons and people being too fearful

of libel. But actually, now I think the Eager factor is a journalist‘s desire for respectability -

— not wanting to expose themselves, not wanting to say‘ “Hey we‘ve heard this, we‘re not

compietely sure whether it‘s true." People are taiking about this. We‘re just going to share

with you as we would share with our mileagues what we have.

THR: What have you learned along the way?

Demon: We‘ve removed a iot of obstacles t0 free journalism and yet v-

Cook: There is still the desire to be right. That is stiil important to me and to everyone we

work with. We want to get it right Our standards for getting it right are different from

larger, more established institutions, and we do not just throw out every tip that we get on

the site‘ We evaluate and report.

Denton: That is a disagreement between us. That‘s a disagreement between me and a i0:

of our journalists is that I would like more of the tips to be published. Maybe not published
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under John's name but published under a tipster‘s name or umfier a tipster‘s anonymous

handle. I would like them to be pubiished.

THR: One of the legal issues that‘s always coming up for Gawker again and

again and again is privacy issues. Do you have a larger philosophy on privacy

in this age?

Danton: I think the world is coming around to our presumption on privacy, which i8 that

when somebody becomes the publisher, as peopie do at quite a young age 0n Facebook‘ To

the extent that they are pubiished and they are viewed, they become some sort of public

figure. That blurs the line between public and private in a way that has never been done

before.

THR; Have there been instances where you've drawn the line, where you've

seen a story that‘s about to come out and you say you can‘t go there?

Demon: Not that I want to remember. It still drives me crazy that we haven‘t broken

about about iiiiiiiiiii being gay. [963: cefebrz’q; name censored}

Cook: I think it's a matter of what the opportunity is. It'sjust a question of do I want to

wake up in the morning and be like, “Hey, how can I do a wwwm item today?" No. If it

presents itself, we mil do it that way. If we had photos and if we had an account of an

assistant, we would do it. Am I like spending ali day trying t0 find his ex-assistants and pay

them money to say something? No.

Demon: It drives me crazy that there is something that is widely known that I hear about

from friends ~ basicaily, friends who have set him up with guys. Not everyone here agrees

we should do this story. This is the primary dynamic within Gawker, but I hope the

presumption is that we should get stuff out.

THR: Do you think you walk a mom dangerous yound when you pay for

information?

Cook: I mean, honestly, we don‘t generaily pay for information. We pay for

documentation.

Demon: The fact that a person is interested in money gives one a little pause. You

probably check into their story more.

THR: You got some heat for publishing a column from the "Fox Mole.“

Demon: I wish we hadn‘t done that story in exactly the way we did. ?erhaps it would have

worked better as a discussion. Like you want to know how something works there or what

{Fox News president] Roger Ailes has on the wall. We set up the story as if he was going

to give some great revelation of things at Fox News. There was nothing that was a story in a

traditional g‘oumalistic sense, but there were many things that would make for great gossip

in conversation.

Cook: Nick has a habit of taking whazever the most successfui story that we’ve done and

shitting on it.
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TERI How do you think Fox handled the situation?

Denton: Usuaily they come after us.

Cook: They did come after us. Roger Ailes has had his personal attorney, Peter

Johnson, go after us for pubkishing. I got police records for ail of his times he calied 911

for his house. His house is in Jersey, in ?utnam County, and we published it, and his

attorney was coming after us for invasion of privacy.

Denton: And then Fox News came out -- fortunately u an incorrect phone number for me

and encouraged people to call. They do retaliate, but antagonism is so constant {from Fox)

it‘s very hard to know what‘s related to what

Up next: Lena Dunham’s bookproposaz’, 3'32sz Hogan’s sex rape andpomnzz’afe’g seffiing

Gawker

Epagebreak}

THR: What some of the more outrageous threats you‘ve gotten?

Cook: I published a list of licensed handgun owners in New York after the News 30mm!
published their list of them in Rockland County. And first, the NRA blagted it out, then Fox

News did it. I put it up at 4:30 in the afternoon, and by the time I got home at 6, my
voicemail at home was aiready full. Peopie were putting my mom‘s address oniine.

Demon: Iget all of the "If you don‘t like it here why did you give up your citizenship?"

Which shows kind 0f the basic inability to 100k somebody up on Wikipedia before writing a

bloody ewmail.

THE: oftentimes‘ you seem to respond quickly to legal notices, like the Lena

Dunham thing. You took the stuff off. Is that because you already harvested

the attention it was going to get 0r were you really concerned about the law?

Denton: Why did we take it down? We ran too much of it. I mean I think they were sort of

right on it. Sometimes I think people are right,

THR: Over the years, you guys have posted a number of celebrity sex tapes

(Eric DanefRebecca Gayheart; Fred Dumt‘ etc.) and later entered into

settlements, but this one with Hulk Hogan is actually dragng on. Why is

that?

Demon: [Hogan has} pursued every single possible avenue, and I don‘t really understand

the logic of I don‘t understand what they want. Do you?

Cook: They‘d like us to take it down. It‘s a very different case, I think The circumstances

around it are Very different.

Demon: I find their motivations hard to foliow. I don‘t realiy understand the reiationship

between the lawyers and Hogan. I don‘t understand who is getting what out of this. It must

be very expensive for them, amfi I don‘t see that they have a particular prospect of some

kind of megaupayday, so I don‘t get it. Sometimes it‘s hard to deal with seemingEy irrational

antagonists,

THR: So are you making a stand here?

Demon: We have an absolute right to comment and to discuss and to create a forum for

the discussion, and that i3 the stand that we‘re making right now.

THR: Let‘s talk a little about the business. Some people are surprised you

haven‘t sold the company.

Demon: WQHJ mean how iong do I have to not sell the company? (aaaghsJ People who

know potential inquiries never contact us. The last time we were ever contacted was

back in 2006. No, 2006 and then there was one discussion in 2008.

THR: Is that because they assume that you‘re not interested?

Denton: Yeah.

THR: So you‘ve become the Arthur Sulzberger of the digital age.
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w
Denton: Just imagine what it would be like if I was iooking over my shoulder all the time

and trying to dea; with 80m ard~ y gonow @mrz sax fouowers.

E-maii: eriqgardnerééthncom; Twitter: @eriqgardner
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So essentially, Demon and Cook want to be lauded for engaging in the same

celebrity stalking that any other tabloid media outiet engages in. In what



universe are celebrity sex tapes real news that people need t0 know? mfhy

does the world deserve t0 know if a celebrity is gay before they're ready t0 be

{vemn very] publicly out? I wonder how Demon himself” would have felt if

he'd been outed to hi3 famfly -~ much less the world -- by a stranger instead

0f making the choice fer himself.

Demon and Cook just privileged paparazzi Who wantz us to believe they're

doing a real service for the world, rather them heading up a site that has the

most in common with TMZ. I hope somerme invades their private lives as

thoroughly as they've invaded others', and a3 much t0 their personal

displeasure and detriment. That would seem like poetic juztice.

A A v

. Guest -\“ Agreed. The Whole tablaid mentality has getten way, way out of hand.

HOW on earth do they think they have the right to force Someone out

of the closet? Also, the tabloids are 9g; percent BS as it is...I have a

friend Who works far one and they seriously used two tweets fm‘ a

Story once, and she has a coworker that just takes Stuff from crappy

news sources like The Sun and then claims she has an "exclusive

source."
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Gawker‘s Nick Demon Explains My Invasion ofPrivacy Is Positive fer Society

[http:z’fwww hoflwoodrepeaet com/thr—esqigawkers—mck— denton— explains —why-526548?p age=shew]


